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Overture to " Benvenuto Cellini," Op. 23

BERLIOZ

Symphony No.2 in C major, Op. 61

SCHUMANN

Sostenuto assai; allegro ma non troppo
Scherzo : allegro vivace; trio I; trio II
Adagio espressivo
Allegro molto vivace

INTERMISSION

Symphony No.2 in D major, Op. 43

SIBELIUS

Allegretto
Tem po andante rna rubato
Vivacissimo : lento e suave
Finale: allegro moderato
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Overture to "Benvenuto Cellin i," Op. 23

HECTOR BERLIOZ

The overture to " Benvenuto Cellini" has long heen a pillar of the concert repertory,
although it is played less often than its companion piece, the Roman Camival Overture.
It begins, Allegro deciso con im peto, G major, 2-2, with the characte~istic theme of
Cellini. There is brief development and a pause, followed by a slow sectIOn, Larghetto,
3-4, in which the lower strings, pizzicato, announce a dark and solemn theme taken
from an address of the Cardinal that is to be of great importance. The woodwinds
sing in the higher register the little air of Harlequin from the carnival scene, and this
is superbly developed by the strings in octaves. Trombones and clarinets then repeat
th e Cardinal's theme in sustained song, and the theme of Harlequin reappears to usher
in the main body of the overture. The opening theme of Cellini is now heard at length
and is followed by a rushing subsidiary figure. The main second theme of the overture
is given out hy th e woodwinds in D major and taken up by the strings. There is
elaborate development. Cellos announce the theme of the forge, to which, in the
second act, Cellini casts his celebrated statue of Perseus in a single hour at the urgent
request of the P ope (and fired by the promise of the hand of th e beautiful Teresa) .
This motto is strikingly developed hy trombones in the last section of the overture,
after the opening theme returns first in A minor and th en, with great brilliance, in G
major. In the coda, the trombones triumphantly proclaim the Cardinal's theme below
the rushing strings. Tbere is a dramatic pause, and a final reappearence of this theme
just before the scintillant ending.

Symphony No.2 in C major, Op. 61

"

ROBERT SCHUMANN

If Scbumann's C major Symphony was not composed in that wonderfully productive year after his marriage to Clara Wieck it belongs to a curiously analogous
period half a decade later, wh en the magic of convalescence in a new enviro nment
freshened his powers and reawakened such a vernal mood as had produced the "Spring"
Sy mphony. There had been dark days before his marriage to Clara, and there were
darker days of mental illness and nervous collapse befo re the gradual rejuvenation
that gave birth to the Symphony in C major.
Schumann, recalling afterward the mental struggles that he was always to associate
with the growth of the symphony, wrote of how he had composed it while ailing,
addin g: "It seems to me as if one could not but hear it in the music." In another
letter he wrote: " I sketched it when I was still in a state of physical suffering." The
commentators have jumped at these remarks as a basis for a trite analysis of the
symphony that begins with the in evi~able struggle and rises to the inevitably triumphant conclusio n. What they forgot , as Schumann himself did, was that the actual
composing of the work took place in a happy state of co nvalescence, when he rose
for a short time to the very height of his powers. So in the Symphony in C major
it would be nonsense to look for the story of struggle over mental disease. We must
look rather for that happy cheerfulness and rich introspective fancy which are among
Schum ann's most treasurable contributions to his art.
Even in the introduction to the opening movement (Sostenuto assai, C major,
6-4), the hu shed mood, with its susta ined proclamations of the brass, is one of expectancy-and already over brimming exuberance-which soon bursts forth in th e
fascinating dotted rhythms of the main theme (Allegro ma nOli troppo, 3-4). The
brief second theme in G major is rich in similar happy emotion, which pervades the
development, the freshly orchestrated recapitulation, and the brilliant coda with its
climax on the "motto-theme" of the brass from the introduction. The second movement (A llegro vivace, C major, 2-4) is a vigoro us scherzo with two contrasted trios,
and the third (Adagio espressivo, C minor, 2-4) is not only the greatest of Schumann's
slow movements but one of the most perfect in the full range of orchestral literature.
The form is simple, a quiet theme in E-flat major contrasting only briefly with the
susta ined song that opens the movement and returns to complete it. Th e finale
(A llegro malta vivace, C major, 2-2) is typical of the energetic Schumann. Th e
vigorous theme, heard after the first rush of the strings, pervades the movement.
The second theme is a plain reference to the introspective song of the slow movement, and the "motto-theme"-which also returned in the closing passages of the
scherzo-is heard again in the course of the development, along with a wholly new
th eme introduced by the oboe. The " motto" appears again in the coda first softly
th en with mounting intensity as the triumphant climax approaches . '
,

Symphony No.2 in D major, Op. 43

J EAN SIBELIUS

~ibelius, writing a Second Symphony in the lush Italian spring of 1901, reached
at thIrty-five his first full maturity as a symphonic composer. Behind him were solid
accomplishments. He could afford to give free rein to his teeming fa ncy and try his
new-found abilities in the most colorful regions of the orchestra.
Mr. John N. Burk compares the Sibelius of the Seco nd Symphony with the
B ~et~lOven of the Er.oica and the Tchaikovsky of the Fourth-young men in th eir
thirties "when th e artist first feels him self fully equipped to plun ge into the intoxicating
real~ of. the many-voiced orchestra, with its vast possibilities for development.
Sibelius, like those other yo ung men in their time is irrep ressible in his new power
'
,
teeming with ideas .. ."
The late Cecil Gray gave the fo llowing desc ripti on of th e symphony in his valuable book on Sibelius :
" With th e Sym ph ony No.2 in D major, written three years late r [than the First],
an immense advance is to be perceived. If the First is the very archetype of the romantic, picturesque symphony of the latter part of the nineteenth century, the Second
strikes out a new path altogether. The first is a conclusion , the last of its dynasty and
in many ways the best; the seco nd is th e beginning of a new line, and contains the
germs of immense and fr uitful developments. In addition, apart fr om an occasional
suggestion of the influ ence of Tchaikovsky, it is entirely personal and original in idiom
from beginning to end.
" The Seco nd Sy mph ony is scored fo r the same orchestra as its predecesso r, minus
the harp, and is slightly shorter. In outward appearance it still conforms to the traditional four-movement formula of allegro, andante, scherzo, and final e, but the internal orga nization of the movem ents reveals many important innovatio ns, amounting
at times, and particularly in th e first movement, to a veritable revolution, and to the
. introduction of an en tirely new principle into symphonic form. The nature of this revolution can be best described by saying that whereas in the sy mph ony of Sib eli us'
predecessors the thema ti c ma terial is generally introduced in an exposi tio n, taken to
pieces, dissected , and analyzed in a development section, and put together again in
a recapitulation, Sibelius in the first movement of th e Second Symphony inverts the
process, introducing thematic fragments in the exposition, building them up into an
organic whole in the development section, then dispersing and dissolving the material
back into its primary constituents in a brief recapitulation. Furthermore, the convention of first and second subjects or groups of subj ects is abandon ed; in this movement one can detect seve ral distin ct gro ups of thematic germ s, no ne of which can
cl aim the right to be regarded as th e most important.
"Nothing in the entire li terature of sympho nic form is more remarkable than
the way in which Sibelius here presents a handful of seemingly disconnected and
mea ningless scraps of melody, and then breathes life into them , bringing th em into
organic relation with each other and causing th em to grow in stature and significance
with each successive appearance, like living things.
"The slow second movement is also highly individual. The familiar principle of
the contrast bet ween a ly rical chief subj ect and a more virile seco nd subject is here
intensified into an almost epic co nflict, involving several groups of thematic protagonists. The melancholy, reflective fir st subject is quite unequal to the task of coping
with the violent opposition it arouses, and is compelled to call to its assistance a
second lyrical subj ect which , in its turn, engenders antagonism. The melodic writing
in this movement, incidentally, is of quite exceptional beauty, particularly the second
lyrical subject , which is both exquisitely molded and deeply expressive.
"The bustling scherzo is comparatively conventional in form and style, apart from
the lovely trio which is built upon a theme beginning with no fewer th an nine repetitions of the same note-a tIling no one but Sibelius would dare or could affo rd to do.
For the rest it is on famili ar lines, and th e concluding movement which follows without
a break is in the usual fin ale tradition-broad, stately, ceremonious, rather pompous
perhaps here and there. In th e~e days of , cynicism ~nd ,disillusi.on it is of course the
fashio n to sneer at the conventIOn of the happy endin g, of which the orthodox symphonic finale is th e musical equ ivalent, and it is certainly true that most modem
attempts to conform to it ring hollo~ an.d insincere. W~ of the present generation
simply do not feel like that; we find It difficult to be tnumphant, and we have no
doubt excellent reasons for it. The fact remains that it is a weakness and a deficiency
in us and there is something of so ur grapes in the co ntemporary attitude toward
those' artists of an earlier generation who have achieved the state of spiritual serenity ,
optimism, and repose which ~akes it possible f?r t~em to conclude a work convincingly in this manner. Sibelius IS . on~ of th em; hiS tnumphant final m0:-rements, so fa r
from being du e to a mere unthmkmg acceptance of a formal conventIOn, correspond
to a definite spiritual reality."
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